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The Full Official Soundtrack to the indie game Domina.
45 Tracks (1.75 hours of music)
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7
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Graphics: OpenGL 3, 3D accelerated card

Sound Card: Yes
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First off Buy it its 5 bucks. Simple mechanics which makes it fun. Its alot like capsized but i'd say its better. So conclusion is its
fun but short. Its worth a buy. I downloaded this for my daughter and she loves it!. Promising looking game once its complete. It
needs a soundtrack and sound effects, also the swimming action looks a little weird when she's swimming she has her face in the
water. I was thinking am I going to drown or will I make it to the other side?

Also there appears to be no way of making melee attacks on zombies like kicking and punching them at this time. Multiple
camera angles would be a nice addition too.

Recommended as this is an early access game. Any bugs are likely to be fixed. Please mention to them to the developer instead
of just saying 'This game is cr*p' or something like that as thats of no help whatsoever.. Online Capitalism Simulator. Open a
corporation, take out a loan, start a business. Build your business and research new industries. Trade what you produce, or build
your own supply chain. Graphics are Sim City 2000 esque, but it is online multiplayer and that makes it a lot of fun anyways.
Bought and paid full price which might be a little high for the current online community, but assuming we can some interest, it
will be more fun the more people join.. This game tries to be an some kind of arcade game where you need to push one of six
buttons that destroys colored goblin on one of two lanes.

It's strange enough, because it has no plot, no meaning, no goal whatsoever.

The controls are really bad - you use asd and jkl on keyboard but controls are mirrored against each other thus if d destroys blue
goblin on the left side then j destroys blue goblin on a right side. That is just chaotic. Try to play it fast, divide your attention
and pointlessly click on some colors - because this whole fantasy theme is there just for aesthetics.

Playing on a controller is even worse. Left stick is working right but right stick is not working at all.

I don't recommend this game.
----------
For anyone interested in joining in on completing your own backlog; check it out here - 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/completingthebacklog/discussions/5/530645446320364338/. This is a pretty solid game it
has lots of options to customize the look and the music is perfect for it. You can unlock wallpapers to use on your desktop by
completing the game. The achievements are balanced pretty good and the game is has a hard more which is quite good but if
that isn't your thing the normal mode is worthy as well. There are other versions of this game you can purchase. From what it
looks like it's just a themed version of the same type of game. There are also bonus games you can unlock by playing the game
as well. For the price it is pretty good I managed to catch it on sale which was perfect.. What's that? You say you like bugs?
Glitches good too? Excellent, have we got a game for you!

We've got save game corruption bugs, falling through the map bugs, enemy AI bugs, checkpoint bugs, scripting bugs! We've
even managed to add bugs to the process of selecting a tarot card!

Yessir, if you enjoy being kicked out of a game and back to your steam library every nearly ten to fifteen minutes, have we got
a game for you right here. What's that I hear? Overdose was buggy, you say? Well yes, Overdose was a buggy, slightly
unfinished seeming product, glad you noticed. We've managed to more than triple the bugs in that as well as reduce overall
stability!

Remember back in the good old days of playing through Painkiller: Overdose when you'd randomly morph into demon mode
and it'd boot ya to your desktop? ENJOY THAT EVERY SINGLE TIME YOU MORPH THIS GO-ROUND, FRIENDO!

And the level design is unintutive, what with checkpoints that fail to load, enemies spawning on top of each other, on top of you,
and on top of a void outside the map! We've got necessary progression points hidden in corners you'd NEVER think to look
here, boy howdy!

What's that you say? This isn't enough for you? Try a heaping helping of FIRST PERSON PLATFORMING! Yes, the bane of
all gamers' existance, the reason nobody liked Xen, good ol' FPS platforming is back, this time in a painkiller game! Nothing
goes together like mustard and chocolate cake quite like having to jump up a large spiral staircase very high up with nothing to
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meet you when you inevitably fail like a fifteen minute load time.

A 15 minute load time that, mind you, will fail to load almost each and every time, simply freezing you on a load screen.

BUT IF YOU'RE STILL NOT IMPRESSED, REMEMBER: Your save games can and will become corrupted for virtually no
reason, oftentimes making the game fail to launch and booting you out to your desktop before you even get a chance to see past
the main menu!

All in all, if you don't spend enough time not playing games and not looking at your steam library, highly recommended.

Easily the best rebooting your videogame upwards of twice every 30 minutes simulator on the market today.. Potential to be the
most incredible VR experience that has ever been! But it's not quick enoiugh to load, too much lag and skips for me. Though
such an awesome concept that I will recommend this to everyone and anyone. Perhaps with more support this could be a
mindboggling experience. pay to play pay to win dont waste your time on this game. A standalone image creation and editing
platform this is not.
Fully supports professional graphics tablets, although none of the default brushes seem to use tilt, bearing, rotation etc.
I'd like to see more experimental input options such as audio.
It rather reminds me of Alchemy, or of the newer Painter X3 gravity brush engine etc.

It could really use a brush size lock (zoom in = bigger brush-or rather, the brush stays the same size relative to the screen) The
same behaviour really irks me with Mischief too. Seriously, toggle this feature on and off. This is the one and only thing I can
say I actually hate about the app. Sadly I really really HATE that behaviour.

It's basically a very slick digital painting app with very limited editing capabilities and a single, very fast, robust, and
customisable brush engine.

It's fun to play with but I can't get my head around the brush editor and I hate the brush size behaviour.
It's very good at what it does but it is kinda awkward, and expensive, and Windows only.
It would be unfair to review it on tasks it's not designed for so that's it.
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Weeks ago, I found this game by accident on the Steam store. I shared a link to it with a friend just to joke about how weird it
f#cking looks. He joked about gifting it to me as a joke, and at the end days of the Summer sale, he actually did it. And holy
f#ck, what a let-down this thing is. Now sure, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect from it, but the whole game falls flat on my
opinion. And as I usually do, I'll start by talking about it's negative points.

First and foremost, the gameplay. It's f#cking boring. Have you ever played Arkanoid? Then this is it. The bulk of the gameplay
is the exact same f#cking thing. And the worst part is, it's easy as hell until you reach higher levels, however to reach higher
levels you gotta keep playing for 10 minutes in a game where even when you try to get yourself killed, it doesn't seem to happen.

Second, is the gimmick with the LSD-like effects. Sure they look cool, but the novelty of them wears off stupidly fast. Here's
the thing: the game on itself is boring and easy, adding those effects makes it nearly impossible to see what's happening... But it
won't matter because of you hold the trigger and move in one direction while spamming A, you'll still last for 15 minutes despite
not knowing what in the actual f#ck is happening. What's the point of the effects? To make it harder? To look cool? Who
knows, but it really doesn't do much to enhance the gameplay, it's just there as a selling point.

Third, the price. 3\u20ac ain't too bad but you'll expect a game this kind of average to get some sort of good deal during big
sales such as the Summer sale, which might I add, for most people it's the biggest one in Steam. Well, not for this game. All it
got was a miserable 15% discount with is nearly unnoticable. I even though of buying the game myself before the sale if it did
get a good discount but 15%? Even games that got released months ago got better discounts. And honestly, the game isn't worth
neither 3\u20ac or 2,40\u20ac. Maybe 1.

Lastly, the game looks... Kinda bland. Not talking about the seizure-inducing effects, those look cool, but the rest of the game?
All enemies are a variation of smiley faces either straight or turned upside down, the backgrounds rarely change the balls are
those same MS-Paint-looking smiley faces but green and at times with hats, most of it looks bland as hell, like something
straight out from the deepest parts of the Steam Greenlight.

Does the game have anything good though? Well...

The game works well with controllers. It's to be expected though, since as far as I'm aware, it was released first on Xbox360 and
then re-released on Steam.

The dev\/s did put a lot of effort on the LSD-like effects and the sounds. And for that they should be deeply commended.

...But I honestly can't think of anything else. I haven't played this game much, yeah. But there isn't really much to see before
you've seen it all. The whole game is all about some amazingly looking effects that don't really add up much to the whole
experience. Maybe it's fun to play this while high, who knows. But you gotta be high as hell on my oppinion to play too much of
it. I sure as hell though, gonna tell my friend to look if he can refund gifts.

TL;DR Edition: Cool effects and sounds on an underwhelming pong game that's not even pong, IT'S F#CKING ARKANOID
with smiley faces all over the place. The whole game is based around the novelty of having seizure-inducing effects that won't
let you see sh#t. It's a cool concept but executed poorly. Couldn't even stand an hour of this thing before I got sick and bored of
it.. Nice game mechanics, probably one of the best for that type of the game. AI is weak, multiplayer is dead. Kinda fun as a fast
solitaire type of thing.

Still, i think Star Realms and Through the Ages are better.. I really like games with a strange atmosphere (Kentucky Route Zero,
Storied Untold, The Room), and this was definitely one that I enjoyed.

It's a bit short (I got 100% in ~2 hours), but I think this will be very memorable for me.. Amazing dlc. my favorite.. Good
Touhou fangame. Has some flaws in the somewhat clunky dialogue, as well as the simplish gameplay.. Sold my horses within 2
minutes of playing the game.

10\/10 would sell again. It's very simple and well executed, but it's just "too little" for the price. Just a hand full of maps and
four game modes that play very similar. It gets repetitive very fast.
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